Increase in crop losses to insect pests in a warming climate
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Insect pests substantially reduce yields of three staple grains—rice, maize, and wheat—but models assessing the agricultural impacts of global warming rarely consider crop losses to insects. We use established relationships between temperature and the population growth and metabolic rates of insects to estimate how and where climate warming will augment losses of rice, maize, and wheat to insects. Global yield losses of these grains are projected to increase by 10 to 25% per degree of global mean surface warming. Crop losses will be most acute in areas where warming increases both population growth and metabolic rates of insects. These conditions are centered primarily in temperate regions, where most grain is produced.

By 2050, growing-season temperatures will likely exceed those recorded during the past century and may substantially reduce crop yields (1–4). However, models assessing the effects of climate warming on crop yields rarely consider impacts on insect pests, despite the damages that result directly from pest infestations and indirectly from pesticides applied to reduce pest damage (5, 6). In the future, pest species are likely to differ in their responses to warming, changing the relative impacts of pests geographically and among crops (7, 8). Here we use well-established relationships between temperature and the physiology and demography of insects to project the future impact of insects on crop production globally and regionally. We estimate pest-related changes in yields of the major grain crops maize, rice, and wheat, which together account for 42% of direct calories consumed by humans worldwide (9).

A warmer climate will alter at least two agriculturally relevant characteristics of insect pests. First, an individual insect’s metabolic rate (M) accelerates with temperature, and an insect’s rate of food consumption must rise accordingly (10–12). Second, the number of insects (n) will change, because population growth rates of insects also vary with temperature. These growth rates are expected to decline as a result of warming in tropical regions while rising elsewhere (13) (fig. S1). The total energy consumption of a pest population (the “population metabolism”) is proportional to the product of these two factors and directly related to the crop yield loss (L) caused by insect herbivory. Fractional changes in pest-induced crop losses (ΔL/L) can thus be partitioned into a metabolic component (ΔM/M) and a demographic component (Δn/n) (13).

To evaluate how warming changes the population metabolism of insect pests, we integrated established physiological responses of insects to temperature into a spatially explicit demographic model (13). The metabolic and population growth rates were derived from laboratory experiments across a wide range of temperatures and for diverse insect taxa including pest species. Relationships between temperature and insect population growth rates drive logistic population increases of insects during each crop’s growing season, and they also scale the fractional survival rate of insects over the rest of the year (14), termed the diapause survival, sδ. We calibrated key demographic model parameters—population size and carrying capacity—using contemporary crop yields (15) and their insect-related losses, measured for our three focal crops at sites around the world (5). To predict future changes in population growth and metabolic rates, we added projected monthly surface temperature anomalies from climate model simulations under a “business-as-usual” emissions scenario (RCP8.5) (16) to the observed daily and seasonally varying temperatures from the 20th century (1950 to 2000).

Results are presented for several climate models that span a range of climate sensitivities and for a range of uncertainties in biological traits and assumptions (13). We report yield losses as a function of global mean surface temperature change, making the results comparable across emissions scenarios, time periods, and climate sensitivities.

Crop production losses to pests increase globally with rising temperatures in all climate models and across all biological parameters (Fig. 1). When average global surface temperatures increase by 2°C, the median increase in yield losses owing to pest pressure is 46, 19, and 31% for wheat, rice, and maize, respectively, bringing total estimated losses to 59, 92, and 62 metric megatons per year. These projected losses are similar across all climate models and are thus robust to uncertainties in both global and regional warming patterns, although the time at which such damage levels are reached depends on the emissions scenario and on each model’s sensitivity to increasing atmospheric CO2 (Fig. 1D).

The differences in global grain losses between crops and across model parameters (Fig. 1) reflect the distinct spatial patterns of demographic and metabolic impacts of warming on insect pests in the climates where these crops are grown. In temperate regions, warming increases both the size of insect populations and their per capita metabolic rate (Fig. 2, right). As a result, the increase in pest-related crop loss is consistently larger than in tropical regions, where the increasing metabolic rate is offset by declining population growth rates, resulting in a smaller overall rise in crop damages. This broad geographic pattern holds across all crops, climate models, and life history parameters considered (Fig. 2 and figs. S3 and S4).

The contribution of per capita metabolic rates to the total pest-induced crop losses is projected to increase consistently across regions and over time. For each of the three crops examined here, increases in temperature vary only modestly across growing regions and seasons, causing a nearly uniform fractional rise in the metabolic rates of the insect pests (Fig. 1). The magnitude of the metabolic component (Eq. 1) is proportional to the temperature sensitivity of metabolic rates, Emet, which varies by <50% across insect species (Emet = 0.65 ± 0.15; mean ± standard deviation) (12). As a result, the metabolic component of insect pest population metabolism can be estimated relatively robustly at both regional and global scales.

In contrast, the demographic component of future crop loss to insect pests is spatially variable and can either exacerbate or ameliorate the impact of rising metabolic rates (Fig. 1 and figs. S3 and S4). In the lowland tropics, pest populations are predicted to decline because current temperatures there are already near optimal, so warming should reduce population growth rates (8) (fig. S2). On the other hand, extratropical pest populations are generally projected to grow as temperatures become closer to optimal, with a small contribution from increasing diapause survival as winters warm (14) (fig. S6). Because temperature populations often reach carrying capacity only late in the growing season, if at all, they have the most potential for increases in population size as temperature rises (fig. S2). How much they increase depends on baseline survival rates.
During the nongrowing season ($\phi_o$), which can be highly variable. However, the pattern of weak demographic impacts in tropical regions and strong deleterious impacts in northern temperate regions is consistent across a wide range of plausible $\phi_o$ values, from 0.0001 to 0.01 (fig. S3).

Because our three focal crops are grown in different climates, where warming can induce opposite changes in insect population growth rates, diapause survival differentially affects losses of these three crops. For wheat, which is typically grown in relatively cool climates, warming will increase pest population growth and overwinter survival rates, leading to large population increases in the growing season (Fig. 1A). In rice, which is grown in relatively warm tropical environments, the same population dynamic has the opposite impact; warming there should reduce insect population growth rates and thus partly counteract the rising crop losses due to increased insect metabolism, allowing global rice production lost to insects to stabilize for warming exceeding ~3°C (Fig. 1B). For maize, the demographic effect has only a small net impact on global production losses, because this crop is grown in some regions where population rates will increase and in other regions where population rates will decline, in nearly equal measure (Fig. 1C).

The spatial patterns of modeled changes in insect population metabolism also predict differential impacts across major geopolitical boundaries (Fig. 3). The most substantial yield declines will occur in many of the world's most productive agricultural regions, thus reducing global grain availability (Fig. 3 and table S5). France, the United States, and China—countries that produce most of the world's maize—are also among the countries projected to experience the largest increases in pest-related crop losses (Figs. 1C and 3C). These countries have among the highest yields per hectare today (Fig. 3). In addition, France and China are responsible for a considerable fraction of global wheat and rice production, respectively, and are projected to suffer large increases in yield loss of these grains owing to climate impacts on pests (Figs. 1C and 3C and table S5).

Our analysis focuses on the changing impacts of insect pests on crop yields with an increase in global temperature, accounting for the most robust general responses of insect pests to temperature. The full scope of physiological and ecological impacts is likely to be complex and sensitive to particular crop-pest interactions for which more physiological data will be needed, especially among tropical pest species (fig. S1). These interactions will occur in conjunction with direct plant responses to warming and rising CO$_2$ levels, which, for the three major crops that we considered, are predominantly negative (17). However, scenarios with added or alternative biological dynamics, such as thermoregulation by insects (18) or increased diapause mortality with warming (19), suggest that the dominant patterns described here are robust (figs. S5 and S6), and species-specific predictions for pests that affect these three crops generally agree with our predictions (13).

Agricultural practices will shift as the climate warms. Changes in planting dates, cultivar use, and planting locations are already under way (20) and will become more pronounced as the rate of climate warming increases (21). Our results suggest that farmers will need to make additional changes, such as introducing new crop rotations, to maintain yields in the face of rising insect pest pressure. In intensive agricultural environments, adaptation measures may involve greater pesticide use, at the cost of associated health and environmental damage and the elevated threat of pesticide resistance. Without wider attention to how climate warming will affect crop breeding and sustainable pest management strategies, insect-driven yield losses will result in reduced global grain supplies and higher staple food prices. Poor grain consumers and farming households, who account for a large share of the world's 800 million people living in chronic hunger (9), will suffer most.
**Fig. 2.** Projected geographic pattern of change in crop yield losses to insect pests in a 2°C-warmer climate. Results are mapped for the fractional (percent) increase in crop yield loss owing to pests from both metabolic and demographic effects (ΔL/L) for (A) wheat, (B) rice, and (C) maize. The zonal median change is plotted for the separate contribution of demographic effects (Δn/n, blue) and metabolic effects (ΔM/M, red) for (D) wheat, (E) rice, and (F) maize. Results are shown for a range of life history traits in the longitudinal average curves (right panels). The metabolic effect uses activation energies (E_a) with a mean (0.65 eV) and standard deviation (±0.15 eV) for insects (12). The demographic effect assumes a range of f_0 values from 0.0001 to 0.01. All results are averaged over multiple climate models (13), in all years when the global mean surface temperature is 2 ± 0.1°C greater than in the late 20th century.

**Fig. 3.** Predicted regional increases in crop losses to insect pests in a 2°C-warmer climate. The change in future yield loss for each country is shown for the median grid cell within each country and plotted as a function of its median present-day crop yield per unit of planted area for (A) wheat, (B) rice, and (C) maize. The symbol size is scaled to total current production for each country, and color indicates the United Nations region. For each crop, the five countries with the highest current production are labeled and circled. The geographic burden of additional future production losses is shown in the pie charts. A full list of effects by region and country can be found in tables S1 to S5.
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Warming, crops, and insect pests

Crop responses to climate warming suggest that yields will decrease as growing-season temperatures increase. Deutsch et al. show that this effect may be exacerbated by insect pests (see the Perspective by Riegler). Insects already consume 5 to 20% of major grain crops. The authors’ models show that for the three most important grain crops—wheat, rice, and maize—yield lost to insects will increase by 10 to 25% per degree Celsius of warming, hitting hardest in the temperate zone. These findings provide an estimate of further potential climate impacts on global food supply and a benchmark for future regional and field-specific studies of crop-pest-climate interactions.
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